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David Lebovitz may be 
best known for his recipes 
related to ice cream and for 
baking with chocolate, but 
his penchant for all things 
Parisian – particularly when it 
comes to cuisine
 – prompted this latest 
volume, which explores the 
city’s drinking culture. From 
the café scene to pre-dinner 
aperitifs and post-prandial 
tipples, the book features 
160 recipes and not only 
allows readers to recreate 
a vast array of liquid 
refreshments but reveals 
something of the history and 















By Bryant Terry 
February 2020
James Beard Award-
winning chef Bryant 
Terry’s new cookbook 
reveals the food-justice 
activist’s distinctive way 
with vegetables. His vegan 
creations make the most 
of their raw ingredients 
alongside vibrant spices 
and novel techniques, as 
he reimagines classic 
African and Asian dishes 
of the diaspora within a 
plant-based remit. From 
seeds, stems and leaves 
to roots, flowers and fruits, 
Terry will have readers 

















By Yotam Ottolenghi 
and Ixta Belfrage 
September 2020
Chef and author Yotam 
Ottolenghi returns with a 
new cookbook, this time 
in partnership with fellow 
chef Ixta Belfrage. This 
tome features more than 
100 plant-based recipes 
that enable readers to 
elevate vegetables to 
new heights and reveals 
the fundamentals of 
achieving flavour-forward 
meals. From simple, 
straightforward dishes to 
fantastic feats of feasting, 
there’s something to 


















There may not be a cronut 
recipe in sight – pastry chef 
and author Dominique 
Ansel is, of course, famous 
for his croissant-donut 
cross – but in Everyone Can 
Bake, Ansel provides base 
recipes for cakes, cookies, 
brownies and batters, 
as well as various ways 
to enhance and elevate 
them through fillings and 
finishings, along with the 
techniques required to do 
so. It’s a book that caters to 
everyone from the amateur 
to the more accomplished, 
revealing the building 
blocks of desserts and 
allowing for creativity, as 













Ana Ros: Sun and 
Rain
By Ana Ros 
March 2020
Chef Ana Ros was named 
the World’s Best Female 
Chef in 2017 and two 
years later her restaurant 
Hisa Franko ranked 
among the World’s 50 
Best Restaurants. She’s 
also featured on Netflix’s 
Chef’s Table. But if you 
haven’t yet made it to her 
restaurant in Slovenia’s 
remote Soca Valley, this 
book is a beautiful ode to all 
that Ros and her restaurant 
encapsulate, from the 
inspiration that fuels her 
creativity to the recipes 
that result and the elevated 
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